
 

Notation

Idea Buse thetheoryof calculusof a smallSet of axioms
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set F is well ordered if every non empty
subset of AEF has a leastelement Thurs
If A Fad A 0 then there is a A

Theorem 1,3
t a a for all AEA

Tiswellordered
the principleofmathematical

IE tsE noweoniventbut since we'll assume IN is well ordered as
an axiom in Chapter 2 I'll onlypresentthe
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supposeN is well ordered Need toshowthat
if p 11 is true
and p n penti for all MEIN



i.in i ii
mathematical induction doesn't hold true
Thus there is a pin which satisfies and

but for which plus is NOT TRUE for allMEN
Define A n plan is false Then A 0
Since.AE IN and IN is well orderedthen there

exists no EA st no n for all MEA

Since pill is true Then no 1 because I A

It follows no 1 0 which means no I IN

Claimpino 1 is true If not then no I A

wttts i Euh
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by PIRO 1 pino so P No is true

That implies no A This contradicts no EA

FindrepresentatnoflRShownthatI
actually exists KEIR is givenby

7C Mood 929394

where MEZ and ait 0,1 9
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From an infinite series point of view
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Note we haven't discussed
limits so don't think about
where this converges yet

Not a fraction can be converted to a

repeating decimal using division
The other way Encampe

3 61212 316T
repeating part

3 for 834 E
3 8 for It It

3 H

It too a

it too a J



Subtract

It too It
s 84 5

75 1 so s

3.6122 3 8 62471
this is a fraction

Finish reading section 2.1 about x

1 4
for sezo

x for ICO

and prove the properties of 121 using
the definition_For
example.lalbl
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Proofs follow the form in cases

Tase a 0 and bzo
Case aco and b 0

Case 970 and blo

Case ado and bao


